
‘If I couldn’t tell my story – the words I wanted to speak
but they didn’t want to hear – then I wouldn’t speak at
all’

Bethlem Royal Hospital, 1854. The Criminal Wing for the Insane. Two doctors set

out to reform patient treatment. They prefer conversation over punishment; they

offer care, rather than restraint. But the Commission for Lunacy has other ideas.

Two patients get caught in the crossfire as their radical plans unravel. Emily, a

bright and brilliant poet has been wrongly incarcerated by her husband. Richard

Dadd, a talented artist, suffers from psychosis and wrestles with a history that

haunts him. Both have been banished from the world.

With an incisive eye Talk displays the struggle to find a voice amidst the roar

and clamour of madness, both from outside and within. Will talking ease their

troubled minds or crack them completely?

In a time blighted by NHS cuts to mental health care, Talk is at once a scathing

rebuke of treatment of the mentally ill in the past and a moving and

thought-provoking story about how we inter-relate and connect with one

another.

Parrot Theatre Company create innovative theatrical productions for those

who do not traditionally have a ‘voice’. They specialise in helping members of the

community who are at risk of social isolation. Redefining theatre with captioning

and audio description, they make theatre accessible for those with, or at risk of,

hearing and sight loss. With new, experimental and radically accessible theatre

they challenge stigma and limitation.

Notes to editors

Talk has been adapted to make it fully accessible to those with hearing and sight loss. The

show is captioned and includes integrated audio description.
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‘If I couldn’t tell my story – the words I wanted to speak
but they didn’t want to hear – then I wouldn’t speak at
all’

Bethlem Royal Hospital, 1854. The Criminal Wing for the Insane. Two doctors set
out to reform patient treatment. They prefer conversation over punishment; they
offer care, rather than restraint. But the Commission for Lunacy has other ideas.
Two patients get caught in the crossfire as their radical plans unravel. Emily, a
bright and brilliant poet has been wrongly incarcerated by her husband. Richard
Dadd, a talented artist, suffers from psychosis and wrestles with a history that
haunts him. Both have been banished from the world.

With an incisive eye Talk displays the struggle to find a voice amidst the roar
and clamour of madness, both from outside and within. Will talking ease their
troubled minds or crack them completely?

In a time blighted by NHS cuts to mental health care, Talk is at once a scathing
rebuke of treatment of the mentally ill in the past and a moving and
thought-provoking story about how we inter-relate and connect with one
another.

Parrot Theatre Company create innovative theatrical productions for those
who do not traditionally have a ‘voice’. They specialise in helping members of the
community who are at risk of social isolation. Redefining theatre with captioning
and audio description, they make theatre accessible for those with, or at risk of,
hearing and sight loss. With new, experimental and radically accessible theatre
they challenge stigma and limitation.

Notes to editors
Talk has been adapted to make it fully accessible to those with hearing and sight loss. The
show is captioned and includes integrated audio description.
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‘If I couldn’t tell my story – the words I wanted to speak
but they didn’t want to hear – then I wouldn’t speak at
all’

Bethlem Royal Hospital, 1854. The Criminal Wing for the Insane. Two doctors set
out to reform patient treatment. They prefer conversation over punishment; they
offer care, rather than restraint. But the Commission for Lunacy has other ideas.

‘Talk’	Press	Release
“If I couldn’t tell my story-the words I wanted to speak but they
didn’t	want	to	hear-then	I	wouldn’t	speak	at	all”
Bethlem Royal Hospital, 1854. The Criminal Wing for the Insane.
Two doctors set out to reform paAent treatment. They prefer
conversaAon over punishment; they offer care, rather than
restraint. But the Commission for Lunacy has other ideas. Two
paAents get caught in the crossfire as their radical plans unravel.
Emily, a bright and brilliant poet has been wrongly incarcerated
by her husband. Richard Dadd, a talented arAst, suffers from
psychosis and wrestles with a history that haunts him. Both have
been banished from the world. We watch their struggle to find a
voice amidst the roar and clamour of madness, both from
outside and within. Will talking ease their troubled minds or
crack	them	completely?
In a Ame blighted by NHS cuts to mental health care, ‘Talk’ is at
once a scathing rebuke of treatment of the mentally ill in the
past and a moving and thought-provoking story about how we
inter-relate	and	connect	with	one	another	in	the	present.
Parrot Theatre Company create innovaAve theatrical
producAons for those who do not tradiAonally have a ‘voice’. We
specialise in helping members of the community who are at risk
of social isolaAon by making accessible theatre for those with
hearing and sight loss. We create producAons which engage
audiences in new and innovaAve ways, including new forms of
capAoning	and	audio	descripAon
Talk has been adapted to make it fully accessible to those with
hearing and sight loss. The show is capAoned and includes
integrated	audio	descripAon.
Venue	and	Run	Informa5on:
word count

company originaldevelopment from copyform

Professional Historical Drama
short blurb

press release venue  cubed
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brings you an accessible production, captioned for those with hearing loss.
For further information, images and interview availability please contact Roanna Bond at
Parrot Theatre Company on 07790 696611 / roanna@parrot-theatre.co.uk
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com


